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Accounting by Joe Booth is a developer's guide to basic accounting. Written with
business app development in mind, Booth discusses some of the most common
accounting processes, including assets, multiple accounts, journaling, posting,
inventory, and payroll. An appendix includes SQL code examples to get you
started with several basic accounting transactions. This updated and expanded
second edition of Book provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking
a clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core
elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and
diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the most
complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a required
reading for all those interested in the subject . We hope you find this book useful
in shaping your future career & Business.
The explosion in the number, size and complexity of mergers, acquisitions and
alliances during the 1990s demonstrates how ingrained business combinations
have become in the global business community.
The essential MBA education. Master the game of business. Be the chess player,
not the chess piece. MBA programs provide some benefits, but at a steep price in
time, money, and opportunity costs. Get the knowledge here in one volume
ASAP. Your book makes it easy for someone like myself to understand the
concepts of Business and "Get It" .A world class MBA education in a single
volume. Skip Business School and educate yourself. Save hundreds of
thousands of dollars and years of time. Don't wait for the gate keepers to grant
you permission. Start now.This is your portable and personal MBA. It is a worldclass MBA education in a single volume. Here are the subject areas I cover in
this book. These make up the disciplines of Business Administration.
-Entrepreneurship and Startups-Ethics-Financial Literacy: Understanding
Financial Statements-Marketing in the Digital Age-Accounting-Management &
Leadership-Negotiations-Operations and Supply Chain Management-Corporate
Finance -Economics-Understanding the Financial Markets-Business Law-Human
Resource Management-Statistics for Business-Intellectual Property-Strategic
Planning and ImplementationThese 16 subjects constitute an MBA program.
These are the Rules of the Game of Business. You become a Master of Business
Administration when you understand these 16 subjects. You have to learn the
rules of the game, and then you have to play better than anyone else.This book
is your portable and personal MBA. You are a business. I like Jay Z's great
quote: "I'm not a businessman I'm a business, man." He gets it. You already
know all you need to know about running a business. You just haven't convinced
yourself of this fact. Once you read through this book you will gain the confidence
to move forward and eliminate the self-doubt that holds you back. "People always
overestimate how complex business is. This isn't rocket science-we've chosen
one of the world's most simple professions."Jack Welch former CEO of
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GEBusiness is a GameYou need to know the rules in order to play. And you
need to know how to play well in order to succeed. This book is designed to help
you become the chess player, not the chess piece. Most of business knowledge
is common sense. Practitioners, professionals, and academics wrap business
fundamentals in jargon. The fundamentals are common sense and the further
one strays from business fundamentals the more mistakes are made.
Business acumen has emerged as a critical competency for communicators. But
if you’re a public relations, advertising or communication professional that didn’t
go to business school, how can you make sure you have the abilities and skills to
evolve along with your role? Business Acumen for Strategic Communicators is
the book for you.
The first illustrated guide that makes finance fun and accessible, Napkin Finance
can help even the most numbers-phobic reader learn about complex financial
topics without dying of boredom. Surveys have found that two thirds of
Americans can't pass a basic financial literacy test, and nine in ten believe
personal finance should become a required high school course. Tina Hay
understands the confusion. While attending Harvard Business School, she
struggled to keep up with classmates-many of whom came from the banking
world-when it came to understanding jargon and numbers-heavy concepts. Tina
developed a visual learning strategy using sketches and infographics that helped
her succeed in her studies and master even the most complex financial topics.
Since then, Tina founded Napkin Finance, a thriving company built on the
concept of taking seemingly overwhelming topics--such as budgeting,
investments, and retirement accounts--and turning them into simple, skimmable
explanations. Now, she's synthesized the most important content into this
personal finance handbook. Napkin Finance includes dozens of individual
learning modules, on topics ranging from credit scores to paying off student loans
to economics and blockchain. A handy crash course in personal finance, Napkin
Finance is the groundbreaking guide everyone needs to help them manage their
money and feel more secure.
Behavioral finance presented in this book is the second-generation of behavioral
finance. The first generation, starting in the early 1980s, largely accepted
standard finance’s notion of people’s wants as “rational” wants—restricted to the
utilitarian benefits of high returns and low risk. That first generation commonly
described people as “irrational”—succumbing to cognitive and emotional errors
and misled on their way to their rational wants. The second generation describes
people as normal. It begins by acknowledging the full range of people’s normal
wants and their benefits—utilitarian, expressive, and emotional—distinguishes
normal wants from errors, and offers guidance on using shortcuts and avoiding
errors on the way to satisfying normal wants. People’s normal wants include
financial security, nurturing children and families, gaining high social status, and
staying true to values. People’s normal wants, even more than their cognitive
and emotional shortcuts and errors, underlie answers to important questions of
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finance, including saving and spending, portfolio construction, asset pricing, and
market efficiency.
Aimed at readers looking to take their career in a new direction, Accounting,
Business, and Finance provides insightful advice and essential tips for career
changers. This new, all-in-one guide explores jobs in accounting, business, and
finance, with self-assessment questions, further resources, and advice on ways
to reach career goals. Careers profiled include: Accountant Auditor Bookkeeper
Brand manager Claims adjuster Financial analyst Insurance underwriter Loan
officer Personal financial advisor Stockbroker.
This pedagogically innovative and interactive corporate finance textbook not only
introduces and develops core corporate finance material, but does so in a way
that will capture the imagination of UK and international business and
management students at undergraduate, postgraduate and professional level. As
well as offering an in-depth examination of the key areas of the corporate finance
syllabus, this text incorporates interesting and topical examples, cases and
illustrations, bringingreal life to bear on the concepts presented, and creating a
lively, engaging learning tool. An activity-based approach and a unique,
approachable writing style make this textbook the perfect companion for students
on introductory corporate finance modules. Online Resource Centre For students
* Key learning points for each chapter * Two further mini-cases for each chapter
with questions and answers * Critical Thinking / review questions * Ten self test
quantitative questions with answers * Pod cast introduction to chapters * Webbased simulation game * MP3 transcripts of interviews with finance specialists
For lecturers * Instructor's manual to include PowerPoint Slides with a facility to
customise into a course pack * Short answer questions / answers * Suggestions
for discursive questions * Tutorial solutions and case study answer outlines *
Testbank of questions on different levels (to follow the case study categories theoretical, practical, strategic, investor, reflective)
GMAT Official Advanced Questions Your GMAT Official Prep collection of only
hard GMAT questions from past exams. Bring your best on exam day by focusing
on the hard GMAT questions to help improve your performance. Get 300
additional hard verbal and quantitative questions to supplement your GMAT
Official Guide collection. GMAT Official Advance Questions: Specifically created
for those who aspire to earn a top GMAT score and want additional prep. Expand
your practice with 300 additional hard verbal and quantitative questions from past
GMAT exams to help you perform at your best. Learn strategies to solve hard
questions by reviewing answer explanations from subject matter experts.
Organize your studying with practice questions grouped by fundamental skills
Help increase your test-taking performance and confidence on exam day
knowing you studied the hard GMAT questions. PLUS! Your purchase includes
online resources to further your practice: Online Question Bank: Create your own
practice sets online with the same questions in GMAT Official Advance
Questions to focus your studying on specific fundamental skills. Mobile App:
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Access your Online Question Bank through the mobile app to never miss a
moment of practice. Study on-the-go and sync with your other devices. Download
the Online Question Bank once on your app and work offline. This product
includes: print book with a unique access code and instructions to the Online
Question Bank accessible via your computer and Mobile App.
* * * * * GoLearningBus: A quality product from WAG Mobile Inc !!! * * * * * Focus
of GoLearningBus is to make education enjoyable, entertaining, and exciting for
everyone. GoLearningBus brings you, simpleNeasy, on-the-go learning eBook for
"MBA". The eBook provides: 1. Snack sized chapters for easy learning. 2. Bite
sized flashcards to memorize key concepts. 3. Simple and easy quizzes for selfassessment. 4. Embedded videos for better understanding. This eBook provides
a quick summary of essential concepts in MBA via easy to grasp snack sized
chapters: (Each chapter has corresponding flashcards and quizzes) Introduction
to MBA, Accounting- Introduction, Economics- Introduction, FinanceIntroduction, Basic Principles of Management and Business Strategy, Human
Resource Management, Investment - Introduction, Leadership- Introduction,
Management Information System - Introduction, Marketing- Introduction,
Operations Management- Introduction, Project Management- Introduction, SalesIntroduction. About GoLearningBus eBooks: 1) A companion eBook for on-thego, bite-sized learning. 2) Over Three million paying customers from 175+
countries. Why GoLearningBus eBooks: 1) Beautifully simple, Amazingly easy,
Massive selection of eBooks. 2) Effective, Engaging and Entertaining eBooks. 3)
An incredible value for money. Lifetime of free updates! * * * GoLearningBus
Vision : simpleNeasy eBooks for a lifetime of on-the-go learning.* * * * * *
GoLearningBus Mission : A simpleNeasy GoLearningBus eBook in every hand.*
* * Visit us : www.GoLearningBus.com Please write to us at
Team@WAGmob.com. We would love to improve this Book.
This new and fully updated edition of International Financial Management blends
theory, data analysis, examples and practical case situations to equip students
and business leaders with the analytical tools they need to make informed
financial decisions and manage the risks that businesses face in today's
competitive global environment. Combining theory and practice, the authors offer
the reader a multitude of real-world examples and case studies, emphasising
fundamental concepts, principles and analytical theories to enable students to
understand not only what to do when confronted with an international financial
decision, but why that choice is the correct one. Features include: real data
analysis - all fully updated for the third edition; extended cases illustrating
practical application of theory; point-counterpoints offering insight into
contentious issues; concept boxes that explore and illustrate key concepts; and
end-of-chapter questions. Suitable for M.B.A and advanced undergraduate
business students taking a course in international financial management or
international finance.
The psychological dimension of managing risk is of crucial importance, and its
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study has led to the identification of specific do's and don'ts. Those with an
understanding of the psychology underlying risk and the skills to recognize its
manifestation in practice, have the opportunity to develop frameworks that
embody the do's and don'ts, thereby producing sound judgments and good
decisions. Those lacking the understanding and the skills are destined to be
more hit and miss in their approach to risk management, doing the don'ts and not
doing the do's. Virtually every major risk management catastrophe in the last
fifteen years has psychological pitfalls at its root. The list of catastrophes includes
the 2008 bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers and subsequent global financial crisis,
the 2010 explosion at BP's Macondo well in the Gulf of Mexico and the 2011
nuclear meltdown at the Fukushima Daiichi power plant. A critical lesson from
psychological studies for those involved in risk management is that people's
judgments and decisions about risk vary with type of circumstance. In Behavioral
Risk Management readers will learn that there are specific actions that
organizations can undertake to incorporate understanding, recognition, and
behavioral interventions into the practice of risk management. There are many
examples throughout the book that illustrate doing the don'ts. The chapters in the
first part of the book introduce the main ideas, and the chapters in the latter part
provide insight into how to apply those ideas to the practical world in which risk
managers operate.
While investing theories introduced decades ago have been repeatedly validated
and have stood the test of time, our understanding of the financial markets has
made huge advances in recent years. To benefit from these advances, however,
most investors will need to unlearn much of what they think they know about
investing. They will also need to learn to ignore most of the "wisdom" that spews
from the hallowed halls of Wall Street, its salesmen posing as "advisors," and its
agents in the media. Contrary to popular "wisdom," investing isn't about P/E
ratios, or technical patterns, or momentum plays, or "5 star ratings," or the latest
conflict in the Middle East. Investing is about probabilities and statistics: It's about
maximizing the probability of meeting the goals you have set for the only life you
have to live on this planet; it's about avoiding the (many) risks that have negative
expected payoffs; and it's about exposing yourself only to those risks that have
positive expected payoffs - and then, only to the extent that taking those risks
buys you something of value (like a secure retirement, or a cabin in the woods).
In investment management, there "IS" a right answer. There "IS" a best way to
invest. There "IS" a proven methodology based on objective research which can
vastly improve your odds of investment success. Most who take the time to
review the research will significantly increase the probability of achieving their
most valued financial goals, significantly decrease the level of risk in their
portfolios and, ultimately, get more out of this grand experiment called life.
Learn the basics of investing with this approachable guide to the world of finance
Clever Girl Finance: Learn How Investing Works, Grow Your Money is the
leading guide for women who seek to learn the basic foundations of personal
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investing. In a no-nonsense and straightforward style, this book teaches readers:
Exactly how investing works and what you should be doing, no fancy finance
degree required How to leverage investing to build long term wealth even on a
modest salary The key pitfalls to avoid in order to become a successful investor
How to build a nest egg and invest in your future Insights from real-world success
stories from other "clever girl investors" Clever Girl Finance teaches readers the
irreplaceable value of investing for long-term financial gain, and the difference
between making money and building wealth. Written for any woman who’s ever
sought out an accessible introduction to the world of investing, this book is
especially suited to women interested in learning how investing works and taking
guided action towards their financial success.
Within a simple logical framework, axioms are first highlighted and the implications of these
important concepts are studied. These implications are used to answer questions about
corporate finance, including issues related to derivatives pricing, state price probabilities,
dynamic hedging, dividends, capital structure decisions, and risk and incentive management.
Numerical examples are provided, and the mathematics is kept simple throughout.
Accounting and finance have a reputation for complexity and dullness. Financial Games for
Training aims to change these perceptions! It is an original collection of more than 65
brainteasers, crosswords, puzzles and quizzes plus all the solutions. They've been specially
designed to bring a light-hearted but rigorous approach to the study and teaching of an
otherwise 'boring' subject. Whether you're a student or executive, participant or tutor, here's
the treasure chest you need to improve your grasp of finance for business. You won't think
about the subject in quite the same way ever again!
Achieve investing success by understanding your behaviortype This groundbreaking book
shows how to invest wisely by managingyour behavior, and not just your money. Step by step,
MichaelPompian (a leading authority in the practical application ofBehavioral Finance concepts
to wealth management) helps you plan astrategy targeted to your personality. The book
includes a test fordetermining your investment type and offers strategies you can putinto use
when investing. It also includes a brief history of thestock market, and easy-to-comprehend
information about stocks andinvesting to help you lay a solid foundation for your
investmentdecisions. Behavioral Finance and Investor Types is divided into twoparts. Test
Your Type, gives an overview of Behavioral Finance aswell as the elements that come into
play when figuring out BIT,like active or passive traits, risk tolerance, and biases. The
bookincludes a quiz to help you discover what category you are in. Planand Act, contains the
traits common to your type; an analysis ofthe biases associated with your type; and strategies
and solutionsthat compliment and capitalize on your BIT. Offers a practical guide to an
investing strategy that fitsboth your financial situation and your personality type Includes a test
for determining your tolerance for risk andother traits that will determine your investment type
Written by the Director of the Private Wealth Practice forHammond Associates—an investment
consulting firm servinginstitutional and private wealth clients Behavioral Finance and Investor
Types offers investors abetter sense of what drives them and what puts on their breaks.
Byusing the information found here, you'll quickly become savvy aboutthe world of investing
because you'll come to understand your placein it.
The Management Auditor Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take
practice exams in the subjects you need to study.
Written by a group of prominent shari'ah scholars, academics and practitioners in the field of
Islamic finance, this book contains 17 in-depth case studies of shari'ah governance practices
and experiences as well as critical analysis of these practices. It serves as a standalone
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comprehensive reference work on shari'ah governance, containing an overview of its Islamic
legal foundations, its evolution and development over the years, current practices and debates
on shari'ah governance standards and future prospects for shari'ah governance in the global
Islamic finance market.
This isn’t where you thought you would be. You were meant for more. Your money was meant
for more. You and your money are meant for an exciting, adventurous, and satisfying purpose.
God designed you, not to be a hoarder, but a conduit through which His generosity flows. In
The Money Challenge, Art Rainer takes you on a journey to financial health. But it is not simply
for the sake of financial health. The Money Challenge was written to help experience God’s
design for you and your finances. Welcome to the adventure. Welcome to The Money
Challenge.
"Functioning as a complete curriculum package, the innovative textbook Essential Financial
Management Curriculum covers corporate finance in a series of 3-page "bites," each of which
concludes with a quiz. Focusing on mathematical and complex concepts, the book is a
complete, step-by-step, unit-by-unit curriculum that can be used as homework or in-class work
to help students master corporate and managerial finance. Topics include time value
mathematics, financial assets, and ratio analysis. Students will also learn about forecasting
and cash budgeting, capital budgeting tools, and risk and return. Essential Financial
Management Curriculum is suitable for undergraduate courses at community colleges and fouryear university business programs. The day-by-day activity package, reading, and quiz allow
for complete ease of implementation. References to real-world illustrations encourage in-class
discussions. The book can also be used in MBA finance courses for students who have not
taken introductory finance. Robert Fiore holds a D.B.A. with a concentration in
entrepreneurship from the Argosy University School of Management in Sarasota, Florida, and
an M.B.A. from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Dr. Fiore is a professor at
Springfield College, where he teaches entrepreneurship, finance and strategic management.
He is also an adjunct faculty member and teaches strategic management at Central
Connecticut State College. Dr. Fiore has written extensively on entrepreneurship and is
currently developing both a taxonomy for entrepreneurial organizations and an economic value
analysis of the stages of growth in such organizations."

Aswath Damodaran, distinguished author, Professor of Finance, and David Margolis,
Teaching Fellow at the NYU Stern School of Business, have delivered the newest
edition of Applied Corporate Finance. This readable text provides the practical advice
students and practitioners need rather than a sole concentration on debate theory,
assumptions, or models. Like no other text of its kind, Applied Corporate Finance, 4th
Edition applies corporate finance to real companies. It now contains six real-world core
companies to study and follow. Business decisions are classified for students into three
groups: investment, financing, and dividend decisions.
Finance is widely seen as an obstacle to a better world. Principles of Sustainable
Finance explains how the financial sector can be mobilized to counter this. Using
finance as a means to achieve social goals we can divert the planet and its economy
from its current path to a world that is sustainable for all. Written for undergraduate,
graduate, and executive students of finance, economics, business, and sustainability,
this textbook combines theory, empirical data, and policy to explain the sustainability
challenges for corporate investment. It shows how finance can steer funding to certain
companies and projects without sacrificing return and thus speed up the transition to a
sustainable economy. It analyses the Sustainable Development Goals as a strategy for
a better world and provides evidence that environmental, social, and governance
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factors matter, explaining in detail how to incorporate these factors in the corporate and
financial sectors. Tailored for students, Principles of Sustainable Finance starts each
chapter with an overview and learning objectives to support study. It includes
suggestions for further reading, lists and definitions of key concepts, and extensive
uses of figures, boxes, and tables to enhance educational goals and clarify concepts.
Principles of Sustainable Finance is also supported by an online resource that includes
teaching materials and cases.
"In this essential guide, Karen Berman and Joe Knight customize the approaches and
insights from their acclaimed book Financial Intelligence specifically for entrepreneurs.
The authors not only demystify common financial terms and tools, they also show how
you can use this knowledge to gauge your company's performance and make better
decisions."--Back cover.
The 3rd edition of the revised & updated book “Koncepts of LR - Logical Reasoning for
CAT & Other MBA Exams” is the benchmark in the learning process for Logical
Reasoning. The book is the result of an extensive analysis of the past year exams
papers. It now incorporates CAT questions from the past 20 years and 8 years of IIFT,
& XAT questions. The book introduces Critical Reasoning for the first time. The books
major focus is on Problem Solving Caselets and it provides numerous examples, past
questions and practice caselets. The entire book has been divided into 21 chapters
which provide conceptual inputs along with Solved Examples followed by Exercises in 5
difficulty levels viz. Concept Applicator, Concept Builder, Concept Cracker, Concept
Deviator and Data Sufficiency, with detailed solutions. The Author has taken the onus
of formulating questions on his own with his expertise in the domain. The result being,
more than 1600+ questions incorporated in the book each with detailed solution, a
feature not available anywhere otherwise. This book serves the purpose for all the
aptitude test takers looking to crack exams like CAT, XAT, SNAP, IIFT & other MBA
exams.
'Anyone who has ever wished they attended a top-ten MBA school now has an
alternative. Silbiger's The 10-Day MBA. It distils the basics of a top MBA programme.
It's interesting, informative and certainly cheaper. I recommend it!' Tom Fischgrund,
author of The Insider's Guide to the Top Ten Business Schools A business classic, The
10-Day MBA provides an invaluable guide for all the people who do not have the time
or resources to take a full-time business degree, or who require a short revision aid.
Internationally acclaimed, this carefully structured and easy-to-read course will enable
you to understand the concepts and jargon used in the business world without having to
leave your desk. Here is your chance to become familiar with the key tools and theories
taught at Harvard and Stanford and other leading business schools - in just ten days!
This TExES Business and Finance 6-12 study guide includes TExES Business and
Finance 6-12 practice test questions. Our TExES Business and Finance 6-12 study
guide contains easy-to-read essential summaries that highlight the key areas of the
TExES Business and Finance 6-12 test. Mometrix's TExES Business and Finance 6-12
test study guide reviews the most important components of the TExES Business and
Finance 6-12 exam.
In the nonprofit sector, money drives mission. Well-managed budgets and investments
can spur long-term growth and achievement, while financial mismanagement can
damage and even destroy organizations. Weikart, Chen, and Sermierùin their exciting
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new text geared wholly to nonprofits provide the financial tools nonprofit managers
need to thrive in pursuit of mission success. Given the wide array of nonprofit
managers' backgrounds, and recognizing that there is often an inherent fear of "the
financials" the authors explain financial concepts without leaning unnecessarily on
intimidating jargon. The result is a practical, accessible resource the prepares the next
generation of nonprofit managers in financial planning and analysis as well as
conventional and entrepreneurial financial management. Grounded in real-world cases
and offering plenty of opportunity for application and practice, Budgeting and Financial
Management for Nonprofit Organizations helps readers develop a stable fiscal
foundation and sound financial strategies for their organizations to prosper in times of
economic expansion and contraction.
In Venture Capital and the Finance of Innovation, future and current venture capitalists
will find a useful guide to the principles of finance and the financial models that underlie
venture capital decisions. Assuming no knowledge beyond concepts covered in firstyear MBA course, the text serves as an innovative model for the valuation of start ups,
and will familiarise you with the relationship between risk and return in venture capital,
historical statistics on the performance of venture capital investments, total and partial
valuation--and more.
How many senior executives and managers are able to reach the top with little or no
financial training? They may have been appointed to the executive board as a result of
their expertise in marketing, HR, sales or IT, yet every board member has a
responsibility to make informed decisions on proposed financial actions - decisions
which inevitably affect the value of their business. Offering straightforward and practical
advice, Creating Financial Value will equip those who are not financial specialists with
the necessary knowledge not only to contribute fully to important discussions on policy
and strategy, but also to develop sound business proposals, or to competently crossexamine the proposals of others. Through examples from a range of business
disciplines, the book explains in simple, digestible terms how a business creates
financial value, and how a non-financial manager can confidently take an active role in
the process. Once read, the book will provide an essential resource that can be
referenced time and again. Malcolm Allitt punctures the myths surrounding 'shareholder
value' and looks behind the finance jargon to define the boundaries between what a
non-specialist should know and when it is good practice to seek the advice of financial
specialists. This book is key reading for anyone from a non-financial background who
wants to execute their increasingly broad responsibilities competently and confidently,
without the need to become experts themselves.
Functioning as a complete curriculum package, the innovative textbook "Essential
Financial Management Curriculum" covers corporate finance in a series of 3-page "
bites,"each of which concludes with a quiz. Focusing on mathematical and complex
concepts, the book is a complete, step-by-step, unit-by-unit curriculum that can be used
as homework or in-class work to help students master corporate and managerial
finance. Topics include time value mathematics, financial assets, and ratio analysis.
Students will also learn about forecasting and cash budgeting, capital budgeting tools,
and risk and return. "Essential Financial Management Curriculum" is suitable for
undergraduate courses at community colleges and four-year university business
programs. The day-by-day activity package, reading, and quiz allow for complete ease
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of implementation. References to real-world illustrations encourage in-class
discussions. The book can also be used in MBA finance courses for students who have
not taken introductory finance. Robert Fiore holds a D.B.A. with a concentration in
entrepreneurship from the Argosy University School of Management in Sarasota,
Florida, and an M.B.A. from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Dr. Fiore is a
professor at Springfield College, where he teaches entrepreneurship, finance and
strategic management. He is also an adjunct faculty member and teaches strategic
management at Central Connecticut State College. Dr. Fiore has written extensively on
entrepreneurship and is currently developing both a taxonomy for entrepreneurial
organizations and an economic value analysis of the stages of growth in such
organizations.
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